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Artworks by Reto Boller (*1966 in Zurich) captivate through their color and luminosity: orange, yellow or
green color fields and their combinations engender optical pulsations, while the arrangement of their
generously expansive forms takes on a presence capable of enhancing the color apparition even more: in
Reto Boller’s oeuvre, “painting” is staged as a sensuous and visual event. His skillful management of the
possibilities offered by color and form defines the concept of the traditional framed painting in new ways.
This is especially true for the spectacular wall painting that he created specially for ART UNLIMITED.

The color radiates so intensely outwards that the room seems dipped in a flood of orange. As strong as it
also extends into the third dimension visually, the thin color foil remains materially bound to the support
and, as a potent color field, structures the white ground. There it expands outwards to an extremely
horizontal depot, curls like a fine sediment gently over an aluminum sheet, only then to phase out at the
edges, there to break up or flow elegantly along the wall. Only the upper outside line shows a single
gradation. Installed in front of this, similar to a TV screen, is a sheet of aluminum that now genuinely
does extend the luminous color surface into the third dimension. Thanks to its dark brown, it proves to
be highly ambivalent for, according to one’s perspective, it either stands out from the wall as a glaringly
reflected light-cache or opens to an apparent hole leading into the dark. Reto Boller plays virtuosically
with the inexhaustible potential of his material, which he appropriates from an industrial context,
wheedling out its basic painterly properties. In so doing, he succeeds masterfully in negating its material
limitations and allowing the color, as it were, to blossom in the room.

In the painting installations that he has consistently developed over the years, Reto Boller plays with the
tradition of the easel painting and stages a fascinating dialogue between material surface and immaterial
appearance. Whereby “opting out of the picture frame” and the suspension of the dividing lines between
conventional genres in the art of the 1960s were a necessary prerequisite for his own art production,
which takes a clear counter position to the narrative retro-trends widespread today. Reto Boller’s oeuvre
opens up ways to define painting in keeping with the here and now – in perfect awareness of our medial
environment that, in the end, shapes our perception. Thus it is hardly surprising that the wall painting’s
proportions are derived less from the classical easel painting and more from the artist’s perspective on
the new media. Thus the entire color field recalls the format of classic Cinemascope, while the picture
support placed in front of it corresponds more to that of a TV screen. The artist – almost in passing and
in a visual context – succeeds in anchoring his painting quite unmistakably to our times.

The same can be said of the picture panels that, at first glance, seem classical in the way he has
produced them since the mid-1990s. Thanks to the specific qualities of the material, whether
geometrically arranged or organically formed, their pictorial structures generate the finest painting effects
of a quite ephemeral quality – almost like a picture on a screen. And although organized in an abstract
way, Reto Boller’s work never excludes figurative associations, at times recalling the playful design
concepts of the 1970s or a psychedelic scenario for a science fiction film. Whereby its specific surface
finish is quite intentionally meant as an analogy to the high polish of cinematic film, thus permanently
calling into question the status of the picture as a painted work.
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